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Previously on Reflections : Arcadia

The ship has made it to earth, despite a run in with pirates wanting to take their shipment of weapons once they reached the SOL system

Captain Jonny has a daring plan to get to the surface in a manner that will hopefully keep them off the radar as much as possible, the deadline fast approaches before their mission to weaken Earth's defenses must be complete

-=/\=--=/\=--=/\=--=/\=- RESUME Reflections: Arcadia – Part VIII"-=/\=--=/\=--=/\=--=/\=-

FCO Nick Shield:
::examines his burns in the small mirror in the bunkroom:: Self: Damn...
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
:: shaking her head :: Self: Get all the spare parts together?!?!?! The Ship is running on spare parts!
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Is working on sensors:: CO:So refresh my mind what’s the plan skip?
 
CTO Boomer:
::In the cargo bay working on the Crybaby and the demolitions package for a spectacular ending to them... or so they hope::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::sits in the center chair:: XO: We land close to their power stations in former United Kingdom.....and we do as much damage as we can over the next few weeks.....just like that time on....::looks around:: you know.
 
CTO Boomer:
*ALL*: I'm planning on using all the stuff in the cargo bay as ballast when we pull this little stunt. I've got all the mission gear in the smuggler's holds, but if there's anything ye fancy in here now I'd grab now while ye have the chance.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
*CTO*: Boomer....just save all the booze and I'll let you keep your job!
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::walks out onto the bridge carrying an oddly-shaped box:: CO: Did you fix my flight console, Boss?
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
:: picks up some more gutting from the floor and with her load, heads for the cargo bay :: Self: I hope he knows what he's doing. :: smiles to herself :: But I'm not giving up my tools!
 
CTO Boomer:
*CO*: Better shag it down here and grab it then Boss.
 
XO PJ Harker:
*CTO*:You got some armor down there I'm sold...
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::chuckles:: *CTO*: You really think I haven't already? It's hidden where even YOU can't find it.
 
CTO Boomer:
*CO*: I'm not the one ye need to hide it from, I don't drink, remember?
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Nods to CO::CO: Right sneak and wreak , no problem...::She says checking her pack one more time.::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
*CTO*: No...but the XO....::grins at PJ:: Just finish up and get up here when you're ready.
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
:: walks into the cargo bay :: CTO: Here you are Boomer. But, I'm keeping my tools.
 
XO PJ Harker:
::makes a face at the CO.::CO: Be right back..
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::turns to see Nick:: FCO: Good as new...thank Tinkerbell
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Goes to cargo bay, waving to those there before diving into a box of light armor...::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO: How you holding up?
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
:: lays a bunch of odds and ends from engineering to her ::
 
CTO Boomer:
CEO: I don't want yer tools, Tink, I have a feeling we'll need them. Just any bits ye can spare and one can of anti-matter, if ye please. We need to put on a show fer the locals, aye?
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
:: holds out a canister :: CTO: And here is your anti-matter.
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: Oh good... I was hoping I wouldn't have to use this ::holds up the box:: for the maneuvers today. I'm alright. Sore. Definitely sore. On the plus side, I won't have to shave for a while.
 
CTO Boomer:
::arranges the junk around the Crybaby and resumes her work::
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
:: smiles and winks :: CTO: Who loves you? :: chuckles ::
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Pulls her head out of a box holding some armor and equipment.:: CTO: Gonna to be one heck of a boom eh?
 
CTO Boomer:
CEO: Thanks Tink. ::takes it and puts it into the preselected position::
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
CTO: Welcome. Need any help?
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::looks at that thing:: FCO: Yes.....doing maneuvers with a.....box...is hard. Are you sure you're okay to fly?
 
CTO Boomer:
CEO: If ye can look around the odd places and see if we have any junk, that would be grand. I'll need to set these charges.
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
:: nods :: CTO: I'll see what else I can find Boomer.
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
:: heads off to look for more junk ::
 
CTO Boomer:
CEO: Thanks Ace. ::winks::
 
XO PJ Harker:
CTO:I'll keep my eyes open as well, ::Heads out with her haul.::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: Ha, no, it's what's IN the box, Cap'n... ::lets him see inside... it's an old flight joystick:: But yeah, I'm good.
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Goes to the bridge putting on what she can and storing the rest in an easy carry duffle bag.::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO: Ahh....alright. How...quaint.
 
CTO Boomer:
XO: Thanks PJ... but the mission stuff is in the smuggler's hold. That's junk yer in.
 
INFO: Incoming Hail from the surface
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::laughs:: CO: It actually does work. I promise. But we'll use it for some other emergency. ::goes to put the box away::
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Feels very fortunate to find a small amount of mission stuff within the junk in the cargo hold.::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::walks back onto the bridge and takes his seat at the conn:: CO: Incoming hail, from the surface.
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::feels good getting back into his normal position::
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Then heads to her quarters wherein she grabs a few pictures putting them in her jacket pocket. Then her foot kicks something and while muttering curses notices what it is...She grabs of the box of grenades and takes a few for herself bringing the rest to CTO.::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO: Patch it through
 
CTO Boomer:
::Finishes arranging the charges and setting them. Makes the final settings on the Crybaby and arranges the junk around it::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: Aye... ::taps a few keys and glances up at the viewscreen as he puts the hail through::
 
XO PJ Harker:
CTO: Ok so a few grenades aren't much but they do boom. ::She puts the box down near the CTO and waving heads back to the bridge.::
 
CIV Bodine:
@COM: Arcadia: CO: Do you have my shipment is it in - tact? What the heck took you so long to get here?
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
:: goes to find more stuff, picking up the odd thing here and there ::
 
CTO Boomer:
XO: If I were ye, I'd stash them fer later... we might have better uses fer them on the surface.
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Pauses at the door.::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
COM: Bodine: I have the shipment....and we took the scenic route.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::grins::
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Shrugging she grabs the rest of the grenades and sticks them in her pack. then heads for the bridge.::
 
CTO Boomer:
XO: We got lots of boom already. ::points to the anti-matter and charges::
 
XO PJ Harker:
::She shares a wild grin with the CTO before heading up.
 
XO PJ Harker:
CTO: Have fun with that! ::She yells back nearing the bridge.::
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
:: finds a plastic tub holding some broken parts and places what she already has in it and carries it back to Boomer ::
 
CTO Boomer:
*CO*: That little surprise package you wanted is ready Boss.
 
XO PJ Harker:
::She arrives and takes a station checking sensors...::
 
CIV Bodine:
@COM: Rome: Don't be cute with me Captain ::trying his best to sound like Alliance Scum::
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
CTO: This is just about it with out me taking some of the ship apart.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
COM: Bodine: I held up my part of the deal....::tries to sound genuinely angry:: Now my payment?
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Mutters to self, "And so it begins."::
 
CIV Bodine:
@COM: Rome: I am sending you landing coordinates some of the goods are not stable to transport you will have to land.
 
CTO Boomer:
CEO: Fair enough Tink, it’s time to get scarce anyway. Wouldn't want to get flushed with this lot. ::points at the package::
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
:: nods and heads back to engineering ::
 
CTO Boomer:
::Grabs the remote, arms the charges, and leaves the cargo bay, heading for the bridge, already fully armed and ready for war::
 
CIV Bodine:
@COM: Rome: Half now and half on delivery I want to make sure you did in fact hold up your end you took so damn long you could have skimmed some off the top on your way for all I know!
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::stands up:: COM: Bodine: We'll see you in 2 minutes! And I don't steal! Arcadia out!
 
XO PJ Harker:
CO: very nice Skipper you wanna an award for that? ::Grins::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::beams proudly:: XO: Smartass.
 
CTO Boomer:
::Walks over to Tactical and assumes her post::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::cuts the transmission::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
XO: New....threads?
 
XO PJ Harker:
CO: But of course
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::shrugs and smiles::
 
CIV Bodine:
@::thinks I hope he does not divert or he might get shot down::
 
XO PJ Harker:
CO: Raided the mission stuff a little light armor never hurt anyone, still got range of movement and a little extra..
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
:: enters engineering and goes to her small desk and opens a drawer and pulls out a small bottle, pulls the cork and takes a swig and coughs out a little :: Self:; Smooooooooth.
 
XO PJ Harker:
::pulls a grenade out of her bag.:: CO: Want one I got a bunch of them..
 
CIV Bodine:
@::sends up clearance codes to defense platforms and satellites to tell them to allow the Arcadia to pass through the planetary defense net::
 
XO PJ Harker:
::adjusts her boot length coat.::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::chuckles:: FCO: Take us in. We need to finish the drop....just don’t divert course.
 
CTO Boomer:
::Checks the knives, disruptors, grenades, and all the other toys she is carrying quickly, making sure nothing rattles and everything is well secured. Double checks the straps on her battle armour::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: Aye, beginning planetary descent
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Makes sure she, her equipment, weapons etc are all set. She monitors the tac station.::
 
CIV Bodine:
@::the top roof of the hanger he is in opens up to reveal the sky he studies the console waiting for the Arcadia to land::
 
XO PJ Harker:
::secures the grenades the CO not wanting one..too bad..::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CTO: Shields up, if you please... we're going to want them, to keep from burning alive.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::pulls his suspenders and walks over to the conn's side, activating the internal comms on the wall also:: *ALL*: Everyone....prepare for Earth.
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::looks up at the CO doubtfully:: CO: "Prepare for Earth"?
 
CIV Bodine:
@::had rotated guards that he did no trust to the outside of the hanger so that they would not see or overhear anything that was talked about but kept them on duty so not to raise suspicion::
 
CTO Boomer:
::Raises the shields and reinforces them::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::shrugs:: FCO: Sounded poetic in my mind...
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO: Let's be quick about this too.
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
:: looks up at the sound of the CO's voice and shakes her head :: Self: I wonder if he knows how lame he sounded. :: chuckles and put the cork back in the bottle and returns it to her drawer ::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: Riiiight.... ::flies a direct approach toward the landing coordinates::
 
ACTION: none of the planetary defenses go to stop Arcadia's descent
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Mutters part of a poem under her breath..."Soldiers are citizens of death's gray land, Drawing no dividend from time's tomorrows…the great hour of destiny they stand, Each with his feuds, and jealousies, and sorrows
 
CTO Boomer:
::Continues monitoring her sensors::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::smiles at PJ::
 
CIV Bodine:
@COM: Rome: Think your brat of a pilot can land through these ceiling doors and not crush my hangar?
 
INFO: The ship is being scanned
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::pats the kid on the back:: COM: Bodine: Don't you worry.....he can fly rings around your office chair.
 
CTO Boomer:
CO: Boss, someone's scanning us.
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Smiles back at the Skipper.::
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
:: takes a second look around and heads to the bridge ::
 
CIV Bodine:
@::sees the Arcadia is being scanned and works very quickly to ensure that the results match the approved documentation::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CTO: Let them.....he won't fail us now.
 
CTO Boomer:
CO: Aye Boss.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
XO: PJ.....according to my info....Pete is already down there somewhere.
 
INFO: The hangar comes into view
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
XO: But, he specifically told us not to try to contact him. We need to keep radio silence after we land. Still......fighting next to him sounds so much fun. ::smiles reminiscing::
 
XO PJ Harker:
CO:So where do we go after our glorious return to earth?
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
XO: Sherwood forest! ::said cheerfully::
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Rolls eyes:: CO: Why do I even bother...?::Shakes head ruefully...::
 
CTO Boomer:
::Continues monitoring her sensors, shields still up at full, weapons on hot standby::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO: There we go....land the old girl.
 
XO PJ Harker:
::She looks at him. ::CO: You know you might look passable in tights...::grin::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::gracefully follows trajectory straight down into the hangar, setting the ship easily and lightly down on the massive open floor::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::poses:: XO: Damn right I would.
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
:: hears the CO :: CO: So, now I have to be a merry man to your Robin Hood?
 
XO PJ Harker:
::laughs::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CEO: Or a maid. ::winks::
 
XO PJ Harker:
CEO: You can be Maid Marian, I'll be Scarlet and pilot boy can be friar tuck..
 
CIV Bodine:
::comes down from the control room and stands waiting for the Arcadia to open its outer hatch::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
XO: Open the cargo doors, and open the hatch.
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: I hate to interrupt this terribly interesting discussion, but we've arrived.
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
XO: Only if Marian can wear tights instead of that darned dress. :: chuckles ::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::walks over to the hatch doors to greet Bodine::
 
CTO Boomer:
ALL: Right, I guess that makes me Little John, eh?
 
XO PJ Harker:
CO:Yeah ok.. ::Still amused by the whole thing, grins at the co and CEO and heads for the cargo bay door button...::
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
CTO: Sounds right to me.
 
CIV Bodine:
::orders the remaining guards to be at ease and watch the doors::
 
CTO Boomer:
::Grabs her disruptor rifle and assault pack and follows along::
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Opens the hatch::
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Makes sure the worse of her weapons are still hidden,::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::steps outside, his hand on his disruptor::
 
CIV Bodine:
::lowers his hood to reveal his face::
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Stands at the top of the Hatch watching the CO's back.::
 
CTO Boomer:
::Takes cover behind the hatch and looks the area over, rifle ready to cover the others::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::nods to Bodine as he sees he's alone, but glances at the hull of his ship before continuing:: Self: Ouch....
 
CIV Bodine:
Rome: Captain, welcome to Earth
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::Takes a deep breath and walks over and extends his hand:: CIV: Thanks Captain. It feels amazing.
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Looks around having never actually seen Earth, even though she's not been here it feels like home...::
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
:: eases out behind the others ::
 
CIV Bodine:
Rome: I have orders ::hands him a PADD::
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Keeps eyes and ears open for threats as she ogles her first view of Earth...::
 
CTO Boomer:
::Keeps the area covered, unconcerned with anything but tactical considerations, not even noticing the scenery except noting cover and concealment::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::takes the Cardassian padd and glances at it::
 
CIV Bodine:
Rome: You have command of me and the 8 loyal guards watching the doors inside there are 7 more on the outside of the hanger that can not be trusted and we may have to watch out for.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CIV: My ship is your ship Captain....bring your men aboard.
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Mutters so only the CO can hear.::CO:Boomer's gonna love that...
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CIV: But we have to hurry, I want to land at my designated area at night....and it will be sunrise soon.
 
CIV Bodine:
CO: Please put your thumb print on this exchange PADD. If the dock authority does not see that we concluded our financial exchange they might get suspicious ::reveals another PADD his own thumb already on one scanner and a spare on the other side::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::presses his thumb down::
 
CIV Bodine:
::motion to his men to board the arcadia they leave there posts at the doors::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CIV: Let's go. ::walks back into the ship:: XO: PJ...Meet John Bodine. John, meet my first officer.
 
CIV Bodine:
Rome: So we got 2 of the biggest problems one is the sensor net that controls Long range sensors the other is the automated defense satellites controller. We can only use the ship for one we may have to deal with the other on foot what do you suggest?
 
CTO Boomer:
::Watches the approaching men warily::
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
:: follows the CO ::
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Nods::Bodine: Nice to meet you, don't get us dead ok? we've hard enough time avoiding it with the Skipper here.:: Joking grin.::
 
XO PJ Harker:
::As she watches him carefully.::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::smiles leading them to the Bridge:: CIV: I have a plan....we're destroying the ship and taking out their satellites for a moment, then we ascent from the pole down and land her.....or he will ::points to the kid:: FCO: Don't let us down.
 
CIV Bodine:
XO: Get you dead? ::growns:: I am more worried about your crazy drunk pilot doing that ...
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: Have I ever let you down before?
 
XO PJ Harker:
Bodine: He's not that drunk...::Walks back onto the bridge.::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO: Not yet, and don’t start now. ::smiles at him::
 
CIV Bodine:
::looks at the FCO:: FCO: What the hell happen to your face man? CO: I told ya to put him in check not traction .... is he gonna be a problem like that?
 
CTO Boomer:
::Closes the hatches and resumes her post::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
All: Everyone ready? FCO: Take us up, we've gone over the trajectory...when we reach this point.....Tinkerbell will fake a core breach, then you take us close to the pole....and we let the crybaby out.....that should take our their scanners for a while.
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
:: heads straight to engineering ::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::looks innocently at Bodine:: Bodine: Bllllloooowwwwwnnnnn Up, SIR!
 
CTO Boomer:
::Readies the door controls for the cargo bay and the remote detonator::
 
CIV Bodine:
CO: You got a certified doctor on board?
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Goes to the engineering station on the bridge. Laughs at the FCO.::
 
XO PJ Harker:
::looks at Bodine and tries not to laugh as he asks his question of the CO.::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: Aye... ::powers thrusters::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CIV: Nope. She usually takes care of us. ::motions for Boomer:: Just don't piss her off....and she will take....care of you.
 
CTO Boomer:
CIV: Just medics... me and PJ.
 
CTO Boomer:
::cracks her knuckles::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::Takes his seat::
 
XO PJ Harker:
Bodine: Yeah we're ok for bandaging but watch it ok? or we'll get to try some real interesting medical equipment...
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CTO: Open the comm on my mark...
 
CIV Bodine:
CO: I need one of you every Human Alliance officer has an tracking device if you don't deactivate it soon they will know I left my post ....
 
CTO Boomer:
CO: Aye Boss.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
*CEO*: Tinker! You ready down there?
 
CTO Boomer:
::Readies the COMM::
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
*CO* Aye Sir, if you're waiting on me you're backing up!
 
XO PJ Harker:
::grabs a first aid kit and scans Bodine::
 
XO PJ Harker:
::looking for the device...::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
*CEO*: Do it.
 
CIV Bodine:
XO: It's on my neck somewhere
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
*CO* Aye Sir. :: begins to tapp at her console :: Core Breach in effect.
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Finding it in his neck, she nods her thanks and scans, she finds the correct freq. and using another device from the kit deactivates the device.:: Bodine: That should do it but I'm not an expert so now they know its not working...
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
COM: Alliance orbital post: This is the Arcadia! We are suffering a containment breach! Mayday!
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO: Take us closer to the pole kid......
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO: Shake her..
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: Aye... ::sets course for the pole and engages atmospheric thrusters::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CTO: When we are close to one of their spy satellites.....went the cargobay and blow her up...just make sure we're far enough away from the blast...
 
CIV Bodine:
XO: Thank you commander I will try and make something up if they contact me
 
CTO Boomer:
CO: Aye Boss.
 
XO PJ Harker:
Bodine: You want that removed its going to take a bit more...
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO: Kid....you ready to glide us down?
 
CIV Bodine:
XO: We'll see it is fine for now.
 
CTO Boomer:
CO: Ready when you are Boss.
 
FCO Nick Shield:
CO: Yessir, ready when you are.
 
XO PJ Harker:
Bodine: No problem, all we got is each other..::smiles and returns to her post.::
 
<Outpost> @COM: Arcadia: What is the cause of your breach, you are ordered to divert away from the surface
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
*CEO*: Cut power in 4....3....2...
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CTO: Now!
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
:: holds her hand over the button and pushes it ::
 
CTO Boomer:
::Dumps the cargo bay contents, activates the crybaby::
 
CTO Boomer:
CO: Crybaby is screaming... and junk is away Boss... 2 seconds to detonation.
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
ALL: EVERYONE HOLD ON!
 
CTO Boomer:
::Reinforces the shields::
 
CEO Karri Spanner:
*CO*: Warp core and engines offline!
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::glides in a graceful inverted arc, getting the cargo doors as close as possible::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
FCO: Now its up to you kid......no pressure.
 
CIV Bodine:
::finds a seat and holds on::
 
CTO Boomer:
::Closes the cargo bay doors::
 
CTO Boomer:
::Remote detonates the charges::
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::forces 140% out of the atmospheric thrusters, trying to get the hell away from here::
 
CIV Bodine:
FCO: Can you even see what you are doing out of a face that messed up?
 
XO PJ Harker:
::Falls into a chair and buckles in::
 
CTO Boomer:
::double checks her seatbelts::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
CIV: He's the best Captain.....I pay him enough, so he better be.
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::turns off the flight sensors in response to Bodine's comment, and stands from his chair, watching the viewscreen as he flies::
 
CTO Boomer:
CO: Detonation signal sent...
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::grabs his chair::

ACTION: In a glorius show of flashing lights the explosion from the crybaby lights up the night sky.
 
FCO Nick Shield:
::laughs aloud as they sail over the surface of the Earth, toward Sherwood Forest:: Aloud: Yeeeeeeehaaaaaaaaaaa!
 
CIV Bodine:
CO: The kid's lost it ......
 
XO PJ Harker:
Bodine: He had nothing to lose!:: she yells over the falling.::
 
Capt Jonny Rome:
::grinds his teeth as he holds tightly onto his armrests::
 
CIV Bodine:
::books an appointment with the ground as soon as possible::
 
CIV Bodine:
XO: Well I book an appointment with the ground just in case ...
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